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Influence of Polymer Substrate 
Damage on the Time Dependent 
Cracking of SiNx Barrier Films
Kyungjin Kim, Hao Luo, Ting Zhu, Olivier N. Pierron & Samuel Graham

This work is concerned with the long-term behavior of environmentally-assisted subcritical cracking 
of PECVD SiNx barrier films on polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and polyimide (PI) substrates. While 
environmentally-assisted channel cracking in SiNx has been previously demonstrated, with constant 
crack growth rates over short periods of time (<1 hour) during which no substrate damage was 
observed, the present experiments over longer periods reveal a regime where cracking also develops 
in the polymer substrate. This time-dependent local cracking of the polymer underneath the channel 
crack is expected based on creep rupture or static fatigue. Our combined in-situ microscopy and finite-
element modeling results highlight the combined effects of neighboring cracks and substrate cracking 
on the crack growth rate evolution in the film. In most cases, the subcritical crack growth rates decrease 
over time by up to two orders of magnitude until steady-state rates are reached. For SiNx on PI, crack 
growth rates were found to be more stable over time due to the lack of crack growth in the substrate 
as compared to SiNx on PET. These results provide a guideline to effectively improving the long-term 
reliability of flexible barriers by a substrate possessing high strength which limits substrate damage.

The development of ultrabarriers has been motivated over the past decade by their need for organic electronics 
and thin film photovoltaic technologies. Currently, the technology for ultrabarrier films has reached an effective 
water vapor transmission rate less than 10−4 g·m−2 day−1 1–7. With recent demonstrations of curved and now 
foldable organic displays, solar cells and light emitting diodes with radii of curvature down to 30 μm8, the under-
standing of their reliability under mechanical deformation has become paramount to their adoption as a viable 
technology9–16. This is critically important for ultrabarrier films that are made with brittle inorganic thin films 
and have limited tolerance to strain. Channel cracking is a primary failure mode of concern for ultrabarrier films 
which has been studied for several barrier film architectures17–21. These studies mainly reported crack onset strain 
values, i.e. the strain at which visual cracks appear in the barrier during bending or stretching test. However, 
these values may not be sufficient to describe the reliability of brittle barrier films on polymer substrates under 
mechanical deformation since it does not capture time dependent deformation that can be induced during flex-
ible deformation. This mode of failure can be important for applications such as bendable or foldable electronics 
that are held in their flexed state of strain for a period of time.

Recently, we reported the existence of time-dependent subcritical channel crack growth in PECVD SiNx bar-
rier films deposited on polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrates, as illustrated in Fig. 1a22,23. More specifically, 
we showed that PECVD SiNx films undergo environmentally-assisted cracking and that water molecules are the 
chemically-active species influencing the crack growth process. As a result, channel crack growth velocity, v, is a 
strong function of environment and driving force for crack extension, G, as shown in Fig. 1b. The driving force G 
in Fig. 1b can be calculated accurately using the following equation24,25.
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where εapp and εres are the applied and residual strains in the film; Ef
* and hf are the plane strain elastic modulus 

and thickness of the film; and Z is the dimensionless energy release rate, which depends on the elastic mismatch 
between film and substrate. The elastic mismatch was characterized by Dundurs’ parameters α, β given by26
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where Es
* is the plane-strain elastic modulus of the substrate, µf and µs are the shear modulus, vf and vs are 

Poisson’s ratio of the film and substrate, respectively. Eq. (1) illustrates the fact that the driving force for channel 
crack extension is a strong function of the effective substrate constraint (through the coefficient Z and therefore 
α. The dependence on β is weak.). As such, this equation is only accurate for channel cracking of an isolated crack 
(whose front width corresponds exactly to the film thickness). For this reason, the data shown in Fig. 1b were 
only collected for isolated cracks for which no substrate damage was observed (i.e. for periods of time less than 
30 minutes).

Previous work has already quantified the effect of substrate cracking on the driving force for channel 
cracks27,28, interaction with neighboring cracks by crack spacing29,30 and their application as sensors31. However, 
the influence of substrate cracking on the long-term time-dependent subcritical cracking has not been studied. 
In this work, we further investigate the time-dependent environmentally assisted cracking in PECVD SiNx bar-
rier films by testing over extended periods of time (i.e. days versus minutes in contrast to our previous study)22. 
Our experimental and numerical results help elucidate the effects of substrate cracking on the driving force (and 
therefore velocity) of channel cracks in PECVD SiNx barrier layers, which is key to predicting long term damage 
growth in barrier films under deformation. Specifically, our results highlight various scenarios of increasing, 
decreasing, or constant crack velocities depending on the substrate cracking configuration and distance to sur-
rounding cracks (i.e. crack density). Details of the experiments and results are described in the following sections.

Results and Discussion
Crack Configuration. To test the cracking behavior under extended deformation, PET and PI samples 
coated with 250 nm of PECVD SiNx were tested under tensile deformation and held at fixed strains. Crack growth 
rates were measured by in-situ optical microscopy. Figure 1c and d show SEM images of focused ion beam (FIB) 
cross sections of SiNx on PET that were tested at an applied strain of 0.75% for 0.5 h and at 0.6% for 5 days, respec-
tively. The critical onset strain for these films was found to be 0.95% ± 0.2% and subcritical crack growth was 
observed for these specimens. The SEM images show no PET substrate cracking for the specimen held at 0.75% 
for 0.5 h (Fig. 1c.1–2). This is consistent with the analysis in our previous study which occurred in a regime with-
out substrate cracking. This is also consistent with constant rates of crack growth in SiNx films measured during 
short times (~0.5 h) after channel cracking was first observed. In contrast, as clearly shown in (Fig. 1d.1–2), FIB 

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of in-situ microscopy of a SiNx/PET sample kept at different applied strains, 
for optical imaging and measurement of channel crack growth and crack extension as a function of time. (b) 
Measured crack growth rate as a function of driving force G for a channel crack in a 250 nm-thick SiNx film in 
air and nitrogen, respectively. (c,d) SEM images of SiNx/PET cross section (cut by FIB) showing the channel 
crack in the film as well as the substrate crack beneath the channel crack, under (c.1-2) applied strain 0.75% for 
half an hour and (d.1-2) applied strain 0.6% for 5 days.
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cross section images of the SiNx/PET specimen exposed to atmospheric condition for 5 days revealed cracking 
into the PET substrate directly under the SiNx channel crack. The depth of substrate cracking from the inter-
face with SiNx coating was about 8 µm or 32 times the film thickness. Therefore, the PET substrate undergoes 
micro-yielding or crazing at the highly stressed channel crack line of the SiNx film, which results in substrate 
cracking evolving with time via the process known as static fatigue or creep rupture32. SEM images of a SiNx/PI 
specimen held for 2 days at 0.75% reveal very little damage in the substrate, while a SiNx/PET specimen tested 
under the same conditions reveal again significant substrate cracking. As will be shown in a later section, the 
crack growth rates for SiNx on PI are fairly constant, unlike PET for which significant changes in crack velocities 
are observed over periods of days. It is therefore likely that the substrate damage is responsible for the observed 
changes in crack velocities, presumably via changing the driving force for crack extension (which influences crack 
growth rate based on Fig. 1b). Finite element models were used to quantify the effect of substrate cracking on the 
driving force for crack extension, G, in order to explain the observed crack growth rate behaviors over time. For 
appropriate crack geometries, channel crack in the film, including various depths of substrate cracking in the 
growing crack/neighboring cracks, was set up in the model. Then, the G value at the crack tip of the SiNx layer 
was calculated through the J-integral approach. This driving force was used to predict the growth rate using the 
v-G relationship (Fig. 1b).

Single Crack Growth Rate Behavior. First, we studied the change in crack growth rate for isolated or 
weakly interacting channel cracks with substrate damage. Finite element modeling results show that the change 
of driving force of crack growth is less than 1% if the crack spacing is greater than 135 μm (Fig. 2c). Further 
interactions with neighboring cracks on the driving force as a function of crack spacing can be found in the lit-
erature33. Consequently, we analyzed the behavior of single cracks by ensuring a crack spacing of at least 135 μm 
(Fig. 2a). This condition could only be obtained at low applied strains since the crack density quickly increased 
at higher strains and introduced strong crack interaction effects. We applied the external-load-assisted channel 
crack growth technique23 to accomplish this. Specifically, cracks were initiated quickly by pulling the sample to a 
strain of 0.75%, followed by a quick strain reduction in order to prevent large crack densities from forming and to 
find isolated non-interacting cracks. Based on modeling results (Fig. 2b), the development of substrate cracking 
in the presence of an isolated or weakly interacting crack is expected to increase the driving force due to loss of 
mechanical constraint to crack opening displacement and therefore the crack growth rate increases (based on 
Fig. 1b). Thus, an accelerating isolated crack should give evidence of cracking in the underlying substrate whereas 
steady state isolated cracking would be an indication of no substrate cracking. For low applied strains of 0.5% and 
0.55%, the growth rates were measured to be constant throughout the long testing periods as shown in Fig. 2a, an 
indication that no substrate cracking developed. However, at εapp = 0.58%, the growth rate increased from 8.3 to 
100 nm/s over a period of 30 hours (see Fig. 2a), which is an indication of substrate damage. The corresponding 
increase in crack driving force is estimated to be 33.7% (from 7.03 to 9.40 J/m2) from its characterized relation-
ship with subcritical crack growth rates (Fig. 1b). Based on Fig. 2b (showing modeling results for εapplied = 0.58%), 

Figure 2. (a) Measured crack growth rate in SiNx/PET at the applied strains of 0.55% and 0.58% in air. (b) 
Calculated driving force of an isolated crack as a function of substrate cracking depth a’, when the applied strain 
is 0.58%. (c) Calculated driving force of a crack with spacing S to the neighboring long crack on its either side, 
when the applied strain is 0.75%.
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substrate cracking between 50 to 100 nm would be required to induce that increase in driving force. This amount 
of substrate damage in 30 hours is reasonable, given that no damage was observed for 0.5% and 0.55% strain and 
that substrate cracking was observed at 0.6% strain for 5 days (see Fig. 1d.2). The depth of the substrate crack can 
be more than 50~100 nm if the substrate cracking occurs in the neighboring cracks with a spacing over 135 µm 
before it influences the driving force and therefore the crack growth rate. In this case, the crack configuration 
develops as shown in Fig. 3c.4 (see below, next section).

Multiple Crack Growth Rate Behavior. Figure 3d shows the results of crack growth rate behavior over 
periods of time greater than 0.5 h for which substrate damage is expected to play a role. For samples held at strains 
of εapp = 0.75%, 0.6%, 0.55% and 0.5%, the initial crack growth rates were 15010 ± 8560 nm/s, 159 ± 68 nm/s, 
14.1 ± 7.5 nm/s and 1.6 ± 0.35 nm/s, respectively. For the larger rates, the cracks grow and quickly reach the edges 
of the specimen (width: 5 mm), thus the growth rates of different cracks are measured over 100 hours, espe-
cially at 0.75% and 0.6%. These rates decreased over the first ~30–40 h until they reached steady-state values of 
50.0 ± 13.9 nm/s, 15.5 ± 5.93 nm/s, 3.74 ± 1.86 nm/s and 1.163 ± 0.394 nm/s, respectively. In the case of applied 
strain of 0.5%, the growth rate is fairly constant. The initial crack growth rates at each applied strain are in the 
range of the subcritical crack growth rates in v-G curve (i.e., crack velocity, v, versus the strain energy release rate, 
G) of SiNx thin films as shown in our previous studies, measured for the first half an hour (Fig. 1b)22,23. Average 
crack spacing is plotted as a function of time in Fig. 3e, for tests performed at 0.6 and 0.75%. Along with the evi-
dence of substrate cracking for these extended periods of testing (see Fig. 1d), these data strongly suggest that the 
observed decreases in crack growth rates are related to increased crack interactions (smaller spacings between 
cracks for cracks that nucleate and grow in the later stages of the experiments, as more cracks have already propa-
gated through the specimens’ width). In addition, substrate damage keeps developing in channel cracks that have 
already propagated through the specimen’s width, hence varying amount of substrate damage can be present in 
neighboring cracks.

Figure 3. (a) Calculated driving force of a crack as a function of substrate cracking depth of neighboring 
cracks. (b) Calculated driving force of a crack as a function of substrate cracking depth a’ in the presence of 
neighboring cracks with a fixed substrate cracking depth a. Both (a) and (b) were calculated under the applied 
strain 0.75%, residual strain −0.15%, crack spacing 100 µm. (c) Schematics of different cracking modes in the 
SiNx film and PET substrate, marked with the associated crack driving force, see text for details; crack spacing S, 
substrate cracking depth in neighboring cracks a and in growing crack a’ are chosen for each case. (d) Measured 
time dependent crack growth rate of SiNx/PET in air, while the applied strain was kept at 0.5, 0.55, 0.6, 0.75%, 
respectively. For the applied strain 0.6%, the last data point at 120 hours corresponds to the sample in Fig. 1d.  
(e) Crack spacing as a function of time at the applied strain of 0.75% and 0.6%, respectively.
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Finite element analysis was conducted to provide further insight into the effects of substrate cracking on sys-
tems of interacting cracks. For this analysis, a strain of 0.75% was applied to the model where a single propagating 
crack is interacting with two adjacent cracks. The spacing of the cracks in the model was chosen to be either 50 
or 100 μm, depending of the observed crack spacings (Fig. 3e). Film and substrate thicknesses were 250 nm and 
125 μm, respectively. To further explore the parametric space, additional calculations were done on a number of 
crack configurations (single versus multiple cracks, with and without substrate cracking) to elucidate their impact 
on crack driving forces (Fig. 3a and b). Results show that substrate cracking in the two adjacent cracks reduces the 
driving force in the growing crack, as the depth into the substrate increases. The driving force decreases by 40% 
with the increase of substrate cracking depth in the neighboring crack up to 4 µm (Fig. 3a). This is due to the loss 
of in mechanical constraint in the neighboring cracks as the substrate crack grows in the PET. This has the equiv-
alent effect of closing the growing crack and reducing the energy available for channel crack growth. Figure 3b 
shows the effect of substrate cracking on the growing crack when the neighboring cracks also induce substrate 
cracking. When substrate cracking under the growing crack was introduced (up to 1 μm in depth), the crack driv-
ing force increased up to 65% while substrate cracking depth in the neighboring cracks was kept at 4 µm (Fig. 3b). 
The increase in driving force with substrate damage under the growing crack is consistent with the results in the 
previous section as shown in Fig. 2b.

Based on the modeling results (Figs 2c and 3a,b) and the measured evolution of crack spacing with time 
(Fig. 3e), a possible scenario for the observed evolution of crack propagation rates can be presented as illustrated 
in Fig. 3c, with four cases for samples held at 0.75%. The crack driving force value G was extracted from modeling 
and the corresponding growth rate was calculated from the v-G curve in Fig. 1b. Initially single channel cracks 
in SiNx develop and the modeling result predicts a driving force of 14.8 J/m2 (Fig. 3c.1), corresponding to a crack 
growth rate of ~75 μm/s based on Fig. 1b. The growth rates for the first 30 mins are on the same order of magni-
tude, i.e. 15 ± 8.6 µm/s (Fig. 3d). It should be noted that the cracks traverse the full width of the specimen in less 
than a few minutes, for example, 1 min for 75 μm/s and 5 mins for 15 μm/s, therefore the rates measured after 
~0.5 h are for multiple interacting cracks. So, the second case investigated in the scenario after an hour is channel 
crack growth with reduced crack spacing as depicted in Fig. 3c.2. By adding two adjacent interacting channel 
cracks (crack spacing 100 µm), the driving force was reduced to 14.4 J/m2, corresponding to a slight decrease in 
crack growth rates (~50 μm/s based on Fig. 1b). Up to this part, substrate cracking is not taken into consideration 
as evident in the SEM image in Fig. 5b (free from the substrate damage in the PET substrate after an hour at strain 
0.75%). However, over time, substrate damage develops first in the existing cracks and the new growing cracks 
have a lower driving force due to the effect of substrate damage in the neighboring cracks as explained in Fig. 3a, 
corresponding to the third case in Fig. 3c.3. For example, the crack driving force was further reduced to 8.9 J/m2 
when a 4 μm crack was present in the PET under the neighboring cracks (Fig. 3c.3, crack spacing 100 µm). This 
corresponds to a crack growth rate of ~119 nm/s (see Fig. 1b) and is commensurate with the measured rate after 
10 hours (see Fig. 3d). At longer times, the cracks were observed to grow much more slowly (~50–100 nm/s) and 
it took more than 20 hours for cracks to traverse the specimen’s width. Hence the growing cracks whose rates are 
measured for more than 30 h also undergo substrate cracking (Fig. 3c.4). With 800 nm substrate cracking under-
neath the growing crack and 6 µm neighboring penetration into PET, the driving force is calculated to be 8.03 J/
m2. This last case of the scenario occurs when a steady-state growth rate is observed as shown in Fig. 3d after 
~30–40 h. This is the result of a balance between additional substrate cracking in the growing crack, i.e. increase 
of driving force (Fig. 3a) and in the adjacent cracks, i.e. decrease of driving force (Fig. 3b).

Impact of Environmental Conditions on Crack Growth Rate for Interacting Cracks. The effect of 
environment on the long-term crack growth rate behavior was also studied by performing experiments in dry 
nitrogen for long periods of time before switching to laboratory air. Figure 4 shows that crack growth rate evo-
lution for a specimen tested in air at εapp = 0.75% along with the evolution for two specimens tested at the same 
applied strain in dry nitrogen before switching to laboratory air after either 20 h or 60 h. In dry nitrogen, the initial 

Figure 4. Crack growth rate behavior of SiNx/PET at the applied strain of 0.75% subjected to change of 
environmental condition.
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crack growth rate is two orders of magnitude lower than in the humid environment, which is consistent with 
Fig. 1b, highlighting environmentally-assisted cracking. A decrease in rate is also observed in dry nitrogen, with a 
steady-state value reached after ~20 h, but the magnitude of the decrease is much less than in air. This behavior is 
attributed to the fact that the density of cracks in N2 is two orders of magnitude lower than in air (a few cracks in 
N2 vs. hundreds of cracks in air) and therefore the effect of the interacting cracks (and their associated substrate 
damage) is much reduced compared to what was described in the previous section. After switching from N2 to 
humid air after 20 and 60 h (for the two specimens shown in Fig. 4), a large increase in the crack growth rate was 
observed (due to the impact of environmentally-assisted cracking), rising in both cases to rates similar to the ini-
tial rates for samples tested in humid air. The newly formed cracks after introducing air behave like a “fresh” spec-
imen tested in air because of the very low density of cracks that formed in nitrogen. The ensuing decrease in crack 
growth rate is also very similar to that observed in specimens tested in air, suggesting a similar sequence of events 
described in the previous sections (see Fig. 3c). Lastly, Fig. 4 shows that the steady state rates in nitrogen are only 
one order of magnitude lower than that in air (while the initial rates were two orders of magnitude lower). The 
lower relative decrease in nitrogen may be simply due to the lower density of cracks in that environment (leading 
to lower decreases in driving force), although it is also possible that the humid environment induces more sub-
strate damage that could lead to larger relative decreases in air.

Crack Growth Rate Behavior on PI Substrates. Compared to PET, PI has a higher tensile strength (PI: 
340 MPa, PET: 170 MPa by ASTM D882) and thus should have greater resistance to substrate damage. Hence, 
the long-term evolution of crack growth rates in SiNx on PI should be markedly different from that measured 
with PET, under same initial channel crack driving force, G. In order to test a SiNx specimen on PI with the same 
initial G value, the Z parameter from Eq. (2) was evaluated for PI. The moduli of elasticity of SiNx and polymer 
substrates were determined by nanoindentation and uniaxial tensile testing, respectively22,23. The modulus of PI 
was found to be 7.6 ± 0.17 GPa, higher than PET which has found to be 4.07 ± 0.12 GPa. The elastic mismatch 
between SiNx and PI was α = 0.880 and between SiNx and PET was α = 0.934 and the corresponding dimension-
less energy release rates are Z = 8.62 and Z = 11.8, respectively34. Based on these values, a higher applied strain 
0.1% was required for PI samples, i.e. 0.85%, to match the crack driving forces between PI (13.8 J/m2) and PET 
(14.4 J/m2 for PET at 0.75%). Hence for these two experiments, there is less than 5% difference in the initial driv-
ing force. In calculating G with Eq. (1), the residual strain is also required. For residual compressive strains (as 
for PECVD SiNx films), this can be quantified by first straining (in our case up to 0.8%, subcritical value of crack 
onset strain) a specimen to form a few channel cracks and then catching the applied strain while unloading at 
which the cracks start closing and become invisible22. Residual strains were found to be −0.15% for both PI and 
PET. As shown in Fig. 5a, the decrease in crack growth rate with time for SiNx/PI was much less than that of SiNx/
PET. In SEM images, substrate cracking was not detected in both of PI and PET after one hour. However, after 2 
days, crack penetration was observed in the PET as expected, whereas PI was still free from substrate cracking. A 
little decrease in crack growth rate of SiNx/PI presumably came from inherent damage on the top surface of the 
substrate. It is important to note that, when both of the substrates are under the same value of applied strain, the 
number of cracks in SiNx/PI was greatly decreased when compared to SiNx/PET. For example, at the center of the 
specimen after 2 days of testing, 255 ± 32 cracks were accumulated in SiNx/PET while 21 ± 5 cracks were accumu-
lated in SiNx/PI. This certainly demonstrates that depositing barriers on substrates with high tensile strength and 
therefore resistance to substrate damage is one effective means of improving the reliability of barrier films under 
long-term mechanical loading.

Figure 5. (a) Time-dependent crack growth rate behavior of SiNx deposited on PET at the applied strain 0.75% 
versus on PI at the applied strain 0.85%. (b) SEM images of SiNx/PET and SiNx/PI after 1 hour and 2 days 
passed, respectively.
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Methods
Sample preparation. 250 nm PECVD SiNx (Unaxis PECVD system with radio frequency (rf) parallel 
plate configuration) films were deposited on commercial heat-stabilized 125 µm thick PET (Dupont Teijin Films 
Melinex ST505) and on PI (UPILEX-125S) at a temperature of 110 °C, pressure of 1 Torr, 20 W rf plasma and a 
rate of 10 nm/min. The substrates were laser cut prior to deposition to a size of 5 mm by 50 mm to prevent damage 
that can occur in trying to cut out samples post deposition.

Microscopy and image analysis. In-situ microscopy from an optical microscope (Edmund Optics, 
1312 M 59–365) was used to observe the time-dependent crack propagation on the surface of PECVD SiNx film 
deposited on laser-cut 50 mm long and 5 mm wide samples using a microtensile testing stage (Linkam Scientific 
Instruments, TST350). Detailed experimental information is explained in our previous work22,23. To observe the 
substrate cracking, samples were stretched up to a maximum 5 days, i.e. 120 hours, so that a sufficiently large 
crack could be observed. Tests were performed in a controlled environment as well as laboratory air. Specifically, 
the environmental condition was switched from dry nitrogen (i.e., 2 ppm) to air (i.e., relative humidity content of 
30%) after 20 h and 60 h passed to show the impact of environmentally assisted cracking while the substrate crack-
ing in long term crack growth behavior. For switching to air from dry nitrogen, the lid was removed from the 
stage and the nitrogen gas pumping was stopped at the same time therefore the sample was immediately exposed 
to air. The crack growth rates were measured after the required crack spacing was confirmed to involve or elimi-
nate the interaction from neighboring cracks while optical imaging tracked through the observation area (region 
with a radius of 13.6 mm). To isolate the crack growth not to interact with neighboring cracks, 0.58% strain was 
required not to increase the density of cracks. The external-load-assisted channel crack growth technique was 
applied to achieve this condition without difficulty23. The density of cracks was also calculated by counting the 
number of propagated cracks in the observation area. Additionally, the crack configuration was specified from 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) images (Hitachi SU8230) and some of the specimens were further inves-
tigated by creating samples for imaging using a focused ion beam (FIB) (Nova FIB Micromanipulator, 30 kV 
1–3 nA for FIB and 5 kV 0.4 nA for SEM) on where the channel crack is located. Au/Pd was sputtered (10 nm) on 
tested specimen before FIB to reduce charging effects. A 30 by 30 μm2 area was etched up to 10 μm deep.

Mechanical characterization of SiNx film, poly (ethylene terephthalate) substrate and polyim-
ide substrate. Several mechanical properties are required to quantify the driving force for channel crack 
propagation. As mentioned previously, nanoindentation (Hysitron triboindenter) was used to measure the mod-
ulus of the SiNx film Ef. A 1 μm thick PECVD SiNx on a Si substrate was indented to a depth of 100–300 nm. The 
microtensile stage was used to obtain uniaxial tensile properties of the PET and PI substrates. Table 1 summarizes 
all the related mechanical properties mentioned above.

Numerical model. PET was modeled as an elastic-viscoplastic material, while SiNx a purely elastic material. 
For PET, the elastic strain rate εe is linearly proportional to the stress rate σ  as

ε σ=


E/ se

where Es is the elastic modulus; a Cowper-Symonds overstress power law was applied to calculate the plastic 
strain rate.
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where D and n′ are the material constants, σY(εp) is the yield stress that depends on the total yield strain εp. 
These material properties are summarized in Table 1. Since no debonding was observed during experiments 
under subcritical loading, perfect bonding was assumed between the SiNx thin film and PET substrate. Due to 
the large elastic mismatch between SiNx thin film and PET substrate, large stress gradients may develop in PET 
parts underneath the cracks. To capture such large stress gradients in the PET substrate, a dense mesh scheme 
was employed for PET underneath the cracks. The growing crack in the PET substrate was modeled as an open-
ing wedge. Penetration depth of the crack in the PET substrate can markedly affect the driving force of crack 
extension in the SiNx thin film, due to a loss of substrate constraints. In our previous work22, we showed that 
the driving force change originating from the viscous response of polymer substrate is negligible. Specifically, 
PET relaxation at 0.95% applied strain resulted in less than 1% of G value change over 30 min and this amount 

Mechanical 
properties (units)

PECVD SiNx 
film

Mechanical 
properties (units) PET substrate

Mechanical 
properties (units) PI substrate

Ef (GPa) 123 ± 5.8 Es
* (GPa) 4.47 ± 0.25

Es
* (GPa) 8.35 ± 0.19

vf 0.253 σ0 (MPa) 90.6

Ef
* (GPa) 131 ± 6.2 D (hr−1) 80

εres (%) −0.15 ± 0.02 n′ 20

σy (MPa) 50 × (1 + 1.74εp)

Table 1. Mechanical properties of PECVD SiNx film and PET/PI substrate.
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of change will decrease and become negligible as the relaxation goes to a steady-state value over time. Therefore, 
the elastic-viscoplastic substrate behaves like an elastic substrate and each G value at different depths of substrate 
cracking does not involve the viscous substrate effect at the subcritical value of applied strain. All the numerical 
simulations were performed using ABAQUS 6.1335.
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